
EVENT SOURCE
EventSource.com
877.901.0000

PANACHE EVENTS
PanacheEvents.com
800.307.2789

SO COOL EVENTS
SoCoolEvents.com
305.635.8088

AFTER HOURS
Call above toll free numbers and press 
Option 2. Please leave a message and we 
will respond shortly.

Black Dance Floor
SKU 451-4000/4151 INCLUDES
Full Panels 4’X2’
Half Panels 2’X2’
Edging

White Dance Floor
SKU 453-4000/4961  INCLUDES
Full Panels 4’X4’
Half Panels 2’X2’
Edging

INSTRUCTIONS

BLACK+ WHITE
DANCE FLOOR

STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3

Row #1: The fi rst FULL panel is laid at the top left hand corner of the fl oor with 
the three “END LUGS” pointing to the left and then the second FULL panel is laid 
alongside the fi rst with the “END LUGS” pointing to the right. The fi rst two panels 
just sit next to each other. The third and the rest of the top row FULL panels can 
now be laid with the “END LUGS” pointing to the right with the bare side of the 
panel sitting on top of the previous panels “END LUGS”. 

To help keep the top row in place, now fi t the edging pieces across the top row 
starting from the left hand side with a HALF edge and then a FULL edge which 
will span the joint of the fi rst two FULL panels. Continue fi tting the FULL edging 
pieces with a HALF edge being used at the end of the row to fi t fl ush with the 
right hand side.  

Row #2: The second row starts with a HALF panel again on the left hand side. As 
with the fi rst row, the “END LUGS” will point to the left. Now complete the row 
with FULL panels ending with a HALF panel, lugs pointing right..  
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NOTE
Never move the trolley without the 
removable top bar fi tted. 

.

STEP 4
Row #3: The third row is laid as the fi rst row with FULL panels.

STEP 5

Row #4: The fourth row is laid as the second row starting and ending with a 
HALF panel.

STEP 6

Following Rows: Continue laying the fl oor in this fashion until the desired size of 
fl oor isachieved.

STEP 7

STEP 8

Edging: Now the edging can be completed. The top corner should have laid in 
operation 2 above. Start now at the top right hand side with a Right hand edge 
piece followed by a FULL edge. Continue down the right hand side of the fl oor 
ending with a left hand corner edge.

Continue across the bottom row from right to left starting with either a FULL or 
HALF edge depending on the last row of panels. Continue up the left hand side 
ending at the top left panel.


